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Housekeeping Items
• We have made every attempt to make 

today’s presentation secure. If we need 
to end the presentation unexpectedly, 
we will follow-up using your registration 
information.

• Attendees are able to unmute and 
share.

• Have a question or comment? Use the 
Chat and direct to EVERYONE.

• This session will be recorded.

• A confirmation email will be sent from 
our South-Southwest email address 
containing a link to download your CEU 
certificate.

• CEUs are contingent upon your 
participation for the full duration of the 
event based on our Zoom participation 
logs. 

• Registrants are responsible for 
checking with their licensing or 
credentialing board to ensure 
acceptance of the CEUs issued.



SAMHSA Guidance on Person-Centered 
Planning

• Hot off the presses, SAMHSA PCP Issue Brief released 
April, 2024 

• Shared with all State Mental Health Authorities 
(SMHAs) 

• Providing guidance for states related to critical issues 
that may be addressed by the Community Mental 
Health Services Block Grant (MHBG). 

• …about strategies for promoting person-centered 
planning (PCP) to enhance the quality of behavioral 
health services and the valued recovery outcomes of 
those that use them. 

https://store.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/issue-brief-person-centered-planning-pep24-01-002.pdf


The PCRP Consultation 
Corner is Designed to 
Help You Meet These 
Kinds of Emerging 
Expectations

Click HERE to Register for Our Upcoming Events

Webinar Topic/Title 

Webinar
March 27th

PCRP Consultation Corner: 
Overview and Launch

Webinar
April 17th

Co-creation of the PCRP Document: 
Partnering, Goal Discovery, and Emphasizing 
Real-life Results 

Webinar
May 15th

Peer Specialist Roles in PCRP: 
Aligning with Peer Ethics and Values

Webinar
June 19th

Promises and Pitfalls: Designing Electronic 
Health Records to Support PCRP

Webinar
July 17th

Person-Centered Advance Crisis Planning to 
Maximize Choice and Control                                          

Webinar
August 21st

 

How to Reinforce PCRP in Practice: PCRP 
Staff Training, Supervision and Quality 
Monitoring

https://mhttcnetwork.org/person-centered-recovery-planning-consultation-corner/


Peer Specialist Roles in PCRP: 
Aligning with Peer Ethics and Values



Facilitators

Amanda Bowman, LCSW-S, PSS (she/her) is a clinical social worker, certified peer specialist supervisor, and 
WRAPⓇ facilitator, using her professional and lived experience with mental health challenges to promote person-centered 
practices in behavioral health care. Coming from direct social work practice and administrative leadership within the public 
mental health system, she joined Via Hope in 2013, where she served as Recovery Institute Director until 2023. In this role, 
she oversaw the development and delivery of organizational change programs, which included statewide initiatives to 
support the implementation of person-centered planning, peer support services, and trauma-responsive work environments. 
As the owner of Sidecar Consulting, Amanda now facilitates collaborative learning events and serves as a subject matter 
expert for programs designed to support change within and across agencies. Outside of work, you may find Amanda with her 
family hiking the Barton Creek Greenbelt or enjoying live music.

Amy Pierce, MHPS, PSS, ALF (she/her) is an international 
trainer and consultant and has been working in the Peer Movement in the 
state of Texas for over two decades.  She currently serves as Recovery 
Institute Associate Director at Via Hope by serving as a subject matter 
expert on the implementation of peer services and other recovery-oriented 
practices. She has extensive experience in the peer support sector, having 
started the first peer support program in the state hospitals in Texas, 
working as a peer support worker in a community mental health agency, 
and the Program Coordinator for a transitional peer residential housing 
project. Amy also enjoys reading secondhand books in the pool, watching 
birds in the bay, and being a jungle gym to her two energetic nieces.



How about you? 
What hat(s) are you 

wearing today?

Audience 
Participant Poll

(Multiple Hats Allowed) 

Direct support practitioner

Peer support specialist 

Supervisor/team leader

Family member/natural support

Guardian/conservator

Leadership/administration

Managed Care/Funder 

*Service recipient/person with lived experience

Advocate

Other (________________________________)

*A note on our use of terms: Service user/participant, client, person in recovery, patient, person with a disability, psychiatric survivor, person 
with lived experience, person in distress, consumer. Always honor individual preferences and when in doubt, ASK!



Session Objectives
At the end of the session, participants will be able to

1. Describe a “must do” and a “must not do” related to the role of 
peer support in PCRP, 

2. Name one way that professional peer support ethics supports 
a person-centered approach, and

3. Identify two resources to support and promote peer provider 
role clarity in PCRP.



Polls: Where Are We Starting From?

● Rate your understanding of peer support within a 
behavioral health clinical provider agency

● Check Your Knowledge & Perspective of Peer 
Support in PCRP as we get started
○ 4 True/False questions to preview some of what 

we’ll be covering today



PCRP: The Basics



What is Person-Centered Recovery 
Planning (PCRP)?

Process by which professional services are selected BUT! differs from traditional 
service planning in these key ways:

● Amplifies voice & choice by the person

● Includes person’s identity beyond the BH condition

● Includes recovery plans (actions) beyond professional services

● Measures & values results beyond compliance - emphasizes life in the 
community as defined by the person

● Communicates an expectation that clinical providers demonstrate 
person-centered principles, practices and competencies



What is person-centered recovery 
planning (PCRP)?

Perspective: 
We can’t know what a person NEEDS until we 
first understand what it is that they WANT.



Five Competency 
Domains for 

Person-Centered 
Planning

Five Competency Domains for Staff Who Facilitate Person-Centered Planning, NCAPPS, 2022

https://ncapps.acl.gov/docs/NCAPPS_StaffCompetencyDomains_201028_final.pdf


Peer Support: 
The Basics



Providers of Peer Support
There are a variety of titles that refer to the 
same or similar role – even within the same 
region or agency, such as peer specialist, 
peer provider, peer professional, peer staff, 
peer coach, and many more…

Please share by chat:
What is the role called 
in your program or area?



Peer Support: A Definition
Peer support is not based on psychiatric models and diagnostic 
criteria. It is about understanding another’s situation empathically 
through the shared experience of emotional and psychological pain. 

When people find affiliation with others they feel are 'like' them, they feel a 
connection. This connection, or affiliation, is a deep, holistic understanding 
based on mutual experience where people are able to 'be' with each other 
without the constraints of traditional (expert/patient) relationships. 
(Mead, 2001)



“I am an expert at not being an expert, and that takes a lot 
of expertise.” (anonymous)

Peer Specialists Are Not Clinicians
By Patricia Deegan





Core Competencies for Peer Workers in 
Behavioral Health Services (SAMHSA)

Category V: Supports Recovery Planning 
1. Assists and supports peers to set goals and to dream of future possibilities 

2. Proposes strategies to help a peer accomplish tasks or goals 

3. Supports peers to use decision-making strategies when choosing services 
and supports 

4. Helps peers to function as a member of their treatment/recovery support 
team 

5. Researches and identifies credible information and options from various 
resources



Continuum of Helping Roles
●



Peer Support: 
The Role in PCRP



Please Share Your Ideas!

In the chat box:

How can peer providers support & 
strengthen the practice of PCRP at an 
agency?



Peer Support & PCRP:
A Natural Complement
The essential function, values & ethics of peer support result in:

● A renewed sense of hope by people in recovery & staff

● People taking ownership of their treatment & lives (if/when that 
gets diminished over time)

● System improvements that are rooted in practical wisdom & 
lived experience

● Positive effects that sustain over time and across settings, so 
even increasing general access to peer services can result in 
improved PCRP-related outcomes for people in recovery 























Inspiring Hope in Goal Setting



Wellness Recovery Action Plan
Advocates for Human Potential, Inc.





A Story of 
Peer 

Support in 
PCRP

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-4vwaZkELpvL-Ylyj1ZEghdx-GtsYZ7H/preview








Exploring Common 
Challenges



Please Share Your Ideas!

In the chat box:
Thinking about the role of peer support in 
PCRP, what are the challenges or ways 
that peer support can be undermined?



Upcoming TA Session
Join us on Wednesday, June 5th
at 1:00pm CST/ 2:00pm EST 
90-min interactive session to work with scenarios related 
to peer support & PCRP

Look for a registration link in an email sent to attendees 
of this webinar!



TA Session Preview
Common Peer Support in PCRP Challenge: 
Voluntary & Self-Directed…Easier Said than Done
National Practice Guidelines for Peer Specialists and Supervisors (N.A.P.S.)



TA Session Preview
Common “Peer Supporters As Advocates” 
Challenge: Team Expectations
Example 1: Appears Wrong, But is Actually Appropriate to Role



TA Session Preview
Common “Peer Supporters As Advocates” 
Challenge: Team Expectations
Example 2: Feels Appropriate, But is Actually Contrary to Ethics



TA Session Preview:
Common PCRP Challenges that Peer 
Support Can Address: Finding Your Voice 
Isn’t Always Pretty



Conclusions & Takeaways
● Trust that peer support - as long as being done with integrity 

will ALWAYS support PCRP

● Educate peer providers about PCRP practices & standards so 
they may advocate & participate as appropriate & wanted by 
the person being supported

● Peer Support common saying: 

“In but not of the system” 

Everyone’s responsibility to honor this



Closing Q&A…
Your Thoughts 
and Ideas



Evaluation
Scan the QR code to provide your valuable feedback through our evaluation survey. 

Your input helps us improve our services. Thank you for your participation!



The MHTTC provides a comprehensive range of technical 
assistance services, catering to universal, targeted, and intensive 
needs. Our offerings encompass dynamic webcasts, informative 
clinical briefs, engaging podcasts, concise fact sheets, and 
personalized intensive consultations. We actively disseminate 
our wealth of resources through our user-friendly website and 
vibrant social media platforms, ensuring widespread 
accessibility and impact.


